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After a catastrophic epidemic kills every adult on earth, vampires arise from the shadows to enslave

the remaining human population. Yuichiro escapes from captivity and joins the Japanese Imperial

Demon Army. But before heâ€™s allowed to fight vampires, he has to complete his first, terrifying

missionâ€“make new friends with his fellow aspiring monster slayers! Now that Yuichiro has earned

his place in the Japanese Imperial Demon Army, he prepares to undergo a fiendish test to acquire

the most powerful and deadly of humanityâ€™s weapons against vampiresâ€”Black Demon Series

Cursed Gear. Meanwhile, the vampire nobility welcome a new memberâ€”Mika, the best friend

Yuichiro thinks died in their escape but who has his own bitter story of survival.
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Even before Yuichiro could get into the "Moon Demon Company" classroom to learn about "Cursed

Gear" He gets into a fight with a student named Shiho, Who's younger sister under 13 somehow got

the Virus back then. LT. Colonel Guren tells him if he does a good job in the future he will be able to

give his sister better medical help that's not allowed to be given to regular people.The following day

a practice test takes place and all students have to fight battle dolls for points in pairs. When

Yuichiro tries to get Yoichi to be his partner, Shinoa beats him to it and takes Yoichi, Forcing Shiho

and Yiuchiro to team up, Which was funny. During the test Shiho gets word that his sister might die

and wants to continue the fighting, Yuichiro tries to tell him that he needs to see her because she's

Family and when a Family member dies that's the last time you'll ever see them again, Shiho finally



listens and understands what Yiuchiro means by that. Even though Shinoa made them a team to be

funny, It made them even stronger than they were before, Which LT. Colonel Guren wants.Yuichiro

and Shiho plead to Guren that's time to show them how to Contract "Black Demon Series Gear",

Which are the most powerful and rare Weapons to obtain. In front of the class Guren takes out his

sword and strikes into the floor causing students to fall one by one but four students did remain

standing strong. Yuichiro, Shinoa, Shiho and Yoichi survive Gurens Sword Attack and now get a

shot at earning the "Black Demon Series Gear". Once each person choses their Weapon, They will

now walk to a magic circle and the Demon will see if each one can withstand it's Wrath and to see if

they are strong enough to wield their power.You will read about how Mikaela became a Vampire

through Krul, The Vampire Queen who calls both Yuichiro and Mikaela her "Seraphs"A color foldout

of the Moon Demon Company and the leaders of the Vampires, In the beginning of the book.These

books come used from .Ages 13 and higher can read this.I found out a few hours ago that Lemmy

from Motorhead had died from cancer. He had just turned 70 on Christmas Eve. Sometimes I listen

to Motorhead songs while I read these kind of books. The songs that go well with "Seraph Of The

End"1. Order, Fade To Black2. Sacrifice3. Out Of The Sun4. War For War5. Death Or Glory6.

Burner7. I Am The Sword8. Devils9. Stand10. Hellraiser11. Iron Fist12. Walk A crooked Mile13.

Sucker14. Kingdom Of The Worm15. No Remorse16. Sweet Revenge17. Killed By Death18. Deaf

Forever19. March Or Die20. OrgasmatronTry listening to these songs while you read in your head,

Especially the lyrics, They go well with "Seraph Of The End" Storyline. Lemmy could sure write

meaningful poetry. Rest In Peace.

I really really like where the story is headed at the moment, the plot is interesting and I like the main

protagonist.It's gotten a lot more different and you see the protagonists best friend's side of what

happened to him after the first volume.The style of talking sometimes seems like it came out from

an Anime or something. The funny arguments that happen have a certain animated type read.

Maybe that's just me but anyways, great buy. I'm gonna get volume three to see the story's

progression.

The first volume convinced me with the art and the story was interesting.The second Volume was so

great that I'm going to read the rest as well.If you like good quality art and a good story about

vampires, humans and demons then this is it for you.

we have bought a lot of these books. the price isn't bad. shipping is good. haven't had any problems



with ordering , the shipping or the books. I would recommend them to any fan

I still haven't decided if I like Seraph of the End or not. The plot is interesting, there are a lot of

mysteries, and it looks like we are going to have a grand cast of characters and abilities. The

secondary characters are interesting but I still haven't bonded to main character Yuichiro Hyakuya.

Most of the time, I am wishing the scenes with him would end sooner since he's a one note pony

right now.Story: Four years after Yuichiro escaped from the vampires, he's still desperate to get his

hands on a cursed sword. Now that the exams are coming up to test for suitability, 'lone wolf'

Yuichiro is having a hard time getting along with comrades; indeed, he gets into fights with one

particular student, Kimizuki, constantly. But when it comes time to take the test, it is clear that both

boys have something they wish to protect or avenge. And they had better hurry and earn their

demon blades - the Vampire army is marching and we're set up for a confrontation between new

vampire Mikaela and former best friend Yuichiro.Takaya Kagami is taking this story at a languid

pace, unfolding the world building a bit at a time. After two volumes, I am still left with a lot of

questions and had hoped we'd get into the battles before now. But the addition of Kimizuki and how

he balances Yuichiro is enough to pique my interest and want more. And well, I really want to see

how each of the demon cursed weapons work and how they are used by the new graduates.In all,

I'm curious to see where this will go in Volume 3.Reviewed from an ARC.

I love this manga. The second book is interesting because a few more characters are introduced

and the plot moves a long a bit more.

Really good quality and beautiful artwork. I recommend this to all manga lovers!

It amazing because I set me as short but really 2 week! But read amazing Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â•
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